There were times we found ourselves looking back in the years we had in the teaching profession. So many reminiscing memories which often makes you smile while remembering those days. We often forgot the names of our pupils but the faces still remains.

In my ten years of teaching lots of memories flashed back. Memories which had a very big connection to who I am now. I can still remember how active I am as a teacher. The different activities I had made, my pupils love me very much. The love of teaching really flickers in my heart.

A week ago a visitor came along in my classroom. I was surprised, He came. He held my hand and said “Bless po ma’am”, and saying, “kumusta po”, “Kilala mo pa ba ako ma’am”. I am shocked at first because in truth I remember him but the name was unsure. I had just replied, “Yes of course!” and said, “How are you now?”

Exchange of conversation came up. Until I have asked, “Do you still remember the prayer on the wall?” which goes like this...

Dear God. Thank you for everything you have given us, may we learn to appreciate all the wonderful things we have. Teach us to be confident inspite of all the trials we have to face. We trust you with all our hearts. Amen.

The former pupil smiled and look back and recited the prayer... I was so touch and tears rolled down my cheeks because even he is in 1st year College now, still the prayer keeps on his memory. So I try to post it on Social media trying to gather likes and comments about the prayer. You know what... Hundreds of comments rained the posts... expressing how they thank me for being their teacher a long time ago. The P R A Y E R had linked us again. Truly being a good
teacher reflects on your deeds. You will never be forgotten. They will keep on coming back to refresh how good you are as a teacher. Someday… somehow… this former pupil will be a pilot and Y O U are a part of it. Let us all be an inspiration to them my dear fellow teachers.
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